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Cricket World Cup fever continues!n Come play with your favorite cartoon character Chota Bheem and his friends in two
amazing modes. For those who are interested in even more fun, then perhaps you should pay attention to the Fun Ball! In the
standard mode, the cheerful Bhima Ball will appear on the screen, which can be sent flying to fly around the table. An exciting
and dangerous journey! There is also a Funny Ball variant of Bhimu and friends where the ball will have to be chased all over
the field. We have a special offer just for you: if you buy more than 3 games, you get a 30% discount on the second one! A new
game in the Jolly Bebop series! Help the reckless Chota Bhima, who has a very strange team of friends: Sadness, Excitement
and Jazz. How will they be united to help him save his carcass from the fury of the End? Add your favorite "On the Road with
Clouds" games. Order on the website of the store delivery without prepayment. You can also pay for your order on the site with
a card or electronic money. AddonBox game store. ru is one of the leading providers of Android games in Russia and the CIS.
In our assortment you will find the most popular and best games for Android tablets from leading developers: PlayMarket
(Android), GOG.com (Android), Steam, LvGame, vgabook.ru, Chrome Play, SPS Gamer, GOGU.com, FasterLife!, Crazy
Frogs, Happy Dance, Big Tree Friends, Water Rats, Angry Birds, Cut The Rope and many more. We deliver games by courier
service in Moscow and Russian post throughout the Russian Federation. You can ask us a question(s) using the following form.
Please specify your question about Merry Bep, Enchanted Racing 3: Family Car: Bhimo Merry Ball, Chota Bos: Merry Train
Race, Cheta Bhimoy: Merry Bonuses: Enter the number you see in the picture
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